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Attract mode
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18. Virtual reality

28. CityCraft

56. A Plague Tale

10. Cyber Shadow

24. Rog & Roll

32. Art and commerce

59. Mortal Kombat 11

High-tech ninjas in a lo-fi,
NES-inspired platformer

The indies finding deeper human
truths in game design
A solo dev’s charming
underdog platformer

Analysing the genius of City 17
and New Vegas
Making creative games that
actually sell

An action-adventure with
rats in its walls
Almost a flawless victory for
Midway’s brawler

12.  Recompile

44. Game preservation

36. SIN made simple

62. Whispers of a Machine

16.  Incoming

50. Frontier

40. Source Code

64. Vasilis

Leaping, blasting, and hacking
in a 3D Metroidvania
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Toolbox

06. Family Man

Crime just about pays in a
downbeat RPG

18

Interface

56

Vampires, detectives, and
a digital Keanu Reeves

The heroes saving the
medium’s history

The Elite Dangerous and
Planet Coaster studio profiled

Master the SIN function without
all the fiddly maths
Make a Donkey Kong-style
animated walk cycle

Games can be many things – an
escape, a challenge, an allconsuming pastime – but they
can also function beautifully as
digital comfort food, something
familiar we can turn to when
we’re tired or need a bit of
reassurance. As our deputy ed
Ian Dransfield writes on page
65, Stardew Valley is one of
those games: an experience
so soothing and gentle that
you can almost feel the day’s
stresses ebb as you water
and harvest your crops. Not
that games have to be gentle
to be soothing; years ago, I
found comfort in Renegade, an
old ZX Spectrum game I got
so good at, I could complete
it on multiple loops without
breaking a sweat. Later, I started
memorising the positions of
enemies in GoldenEye, and
analysing maps in Halo 3. The
process of mastering a fastmoving game provides a sense
of control that’s frequently
lacking in the chaos of the real
world. Sure, games are about
skill, judgement, precision, and
problem-solving under pressure.
But there’ll always be a place
in our hearts for games that
swaddle us like warm security
blankets; whether they’re old or
new, they’re always there as a
refuge after a hard day’s work.
Ryan Lambie
Editor

A point-and-click sci-fi epic
with an emotional core

A dreamlike adventure marred
by nightmarish systems
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